Objective
The Scandinavian countries have a long and distinguished tradition of excellent scientific and medical contributions to pain research. Following this tradition, the Scandinavian Journal of Pain (SJPAIN) has been publishing internationally relevant articles on all aspects of pain since 2010. The journal is the official organ of the Scandinavian Association for the Study of Pain and serves as a comprehensive forum for original research on the nature of pain, pain mechanisms, and pain management. In order to bring pain-researchers and pain-clinicians up-to-date on important issues, the journal also encourages submissions of topical reviews.

Topics
- Clinical Science and Epidemiology
- Neurophysiology and Neuropathic Pain
- Neurobiology and Pharmacology
- Pain Measurement, Experimental, Statistics, and Imaging
- Psychology

Article formats
Original articles (basic and clinical research), comprehensive systematic and topical reviews, hypothesis-generating case-reports and observational studies, short communications, letters to the Editor
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Broad and stimulating approach to pain-related research
- Publication of editorial comments that put research papers into context
- High quality single-blind peer-review
- International and renowned editorial board

If you have questions please contact SJPAIN's Editorial Office at:
sipain.editorial@degruyter.com

Follow @ScandJPain on Twitter!
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